Save the Date
You are invited to the 6th
Global Future Center Summit
Copenhagen + Malmo + Lund

6-8th May 2018

Bridges: Co-Creating
Impact Across Borders
Information & Registration
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Experience
the art of mixing
play and serious work,
learning together and doing
something of value.
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* The famous
Oresund Bridge
(“Broen”). We
will cross it from
Denmark to Sweden
and back
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In this nomadic, three-day learning/
co-creating event, we will visit and
experience several world class
Future Centers and discover their
operating principles.
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Join the three-day
prototyping Lab
Together we will explore and cocreate new ways to drive impact, using
insights and learnings from the places
we will visit, the operating principles
of 
Future Centers, a
nd the multiintelligence that you bring.
The summit is like a pop-up prototyping
lab: we will prototype some of these
new ways of thinking and working,
using real world challenges as an
agenda, and real world locations as
our playing field. Some challenges
have already been proposed:

* Malmo, on the
east side of the
bridge, has an
legacy of radical
thinking.

• How to co-create impact
• How to leverage cross-cultural diversity, creativity
and passion for societal change
• How to use a visioning process to bring 2050 up
close and personal
• Wise places: How to create a 3rd generation Future
Center. 12 initial voices about Future Centers 3.0
• How to orchestrate cross border collaboration to
deal with boundary-spanning issues
Perhaps you will bring a pressing challenge with you
that we can work with.

Bridges:
The Journey Program
Each Future Center Summit is a
journey, and for the first time
this Future Center Summit will
be a cross-border journey
both geographically and
metaphorically.

8 May
16:00

Finish
Copenhagen

6-8 May

Explore
6 May
11:00

* You will find the
detailed program
on the summit
webpage.

Copenhagen > Malmo >
Lund > Copenhagen

Start

Experiencing, learning,
working & playing in
several world-class
Future Centers

Blox*, Copenhagen

2 Overnights in Lund

The Unique
Experience
of Future
Center
Summits

* BloxHub: Denmark’s new center for
architecture, design and new ideas.
The summit’s timing is perfect:
BloHub official opening is one
day before our visit,
so it will be extrafresh and exciting.

2005
The
Netherlands
Dutch Future
Centers

2010
Tokyo
East Meets West,
West Meets East

2006
Tuscany
The Secrets
of Leonardo
da Vinci

2014
The
Netherlands
Dialogue,
Courage and
Creativity

Since 2005 ,Future Center Summits have served as
opportunities for the members of the international
Future Center community to meet, exchange
experiences, learn from each other, explore new
ideas, and launch new joint initiatives. Each Summit
has had a special theme and a unique format, and
they all share the principles and core values of
Future Centers. The Summit Stories

2008
Stockholm
Social
Innovation

2018
Copenhagen
+ Malmo
+Lund
Bridges:
Co-creating
Impact Across
Borders

Practicalities
Registration

Fees

Accommodation

In order to create the
special ambiance and
experience of Future
Center Summits, they
are big in content but
small in size.

Participation fees:
495€.

2 overnights in Lund.
Information about
recommended hotel
will follow.

Register here ASAP
to reserve your place

Fees include:
All Summit related
costs, including
activities, ground
transportation along
the Summit road,
materials, lunches,
refreshments.
Fees don’t include:
dinners,
accommodation.

* ESS: A Science
Prototyping Park, Lund

Future
Center Alliance
The Future Center Alliance (FCA) is the Summit organizer.
We are a global community of Future Centers and similar dedicated innovation
environments, as well as Future Center practitioners. These organizations
and people share a passion for creating sustainable solutions to today’s
and tomorrow’s challenges by nurturing collaboration and the freedom
to think differently, learning from culturally diverse wisdom, sharing concepts
widely and producing outcomes that can be successfully implemented.
www.futurecenteralliance.com

